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Since 1884, BVLGARI has been synonymous with Italian style 

in jewellry, it’s unique contemporary aesthetics rooted in the 

classic Greek and Roman world.

Sotirio Bulgari’s shop on Via Dei Condotti in Rome became 

a meeting place for the international elite. Aristocrats, artists, 

writers, and the movie royalty of the Dolce Vita as well as 

Hollywood’s golden era made BVLGARI a favorite destination.

Innovative artistry and precious materials blend harmoniously 

in pieces that are as timeless as the tradition from which they 

were born.

The BVLGARI spirit continues to inspire with its unique vision 

of perfection.

ABOUT BVLGARI
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Bulgari Hotels & Resorts aims to be the leading luxury 
hospitality collection in the world. Comprised of a few, selected 
properties in major cosmopolitan cities and luxury resorts 
destinations, its aim is to convey the excitement of the Bulgari 
brand, its timeless glamour and its heritage of magnificent 
Roman jeweller.

Each property is  located in the most prime luxury 
neighbourhood in the city, or most prestigious area of 
the resort destination, and features some unique physical 
characteristics that make it truly remarkable. Each shall make a 
strong reference to the local culture, yet be designed with an 
Italian contemporary luxury feel, enriched by rare and lavish 
materials, featuring design furniture and custom built details. 

service concept, informal yet impeccable.

Bulgari Hotels & Resorts is committed to sustainable luxury, 
respecting the surrounding environment as well as human 
resources.

ABOUT BVLGARI HOTELS & RESORTS
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BEIJING



The Bulgari Hotel Beijing is conceived as the ultimate 

Urban Resort: it rises within the new Genesis complex, 

an oasis of tranquility that balances art and nature with 

sculpted gardens that extend along the Liangma River and 

include the Genesis Art Foundation, designed by Tadao 

Ando. Designed with the contemporary style of the Italian 

architectural firm Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel, the hotel 

will feature 119 rooms and suites, including a 380-sqm Bulgari 

Suite. The hotel will offer the first Il Ristorante presenting 

the new collaboration with Michelin-starred Italian chef 

Niko Romito, Il Bar, sculpted Italian garden, a 1500-square-metre 

BVLGARI SPA, a 25-meter pool and a BVLGARI ballroom, 

establishing a new benchmark for enlightened luxury living 

and personalized services.

OVERVIEW
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Overlooking Beijing’s Embassy District buildings, The 

Bulgar i  Hote l  Be i j ing  en joys a  pr ime locat ion . The 

boutiques, restaurants and art galleries of Sanlitun are just 

3 minutes from the hotel, while the 798 Art District, the 

new landmark of Beijing’s urban culture, is less than 10 

minutes by car. The historic attractions of the Lama Temple 

and the Forbidden City may be conveniently reached in the 

comfort of the hotel’s Maserati limousines. 

The sculpted Italian garden that surround the property 

incorporate various landscape concepts, creating an oasis 

of green serenity within an urban city capital. Designed 

by the renowned landscape designer Enzo Enea, the river 

acts as the most important source of inspiration, giving the 

property its distinction – and the entire landscaping unfolds 

from it. This dialogue of gardens is in fact a very Roman 

approach to landscaping, as it guards the harmony between 

the inside and out and were designed to complement and 

extend the exquisite Italian-inspired interiors by Antonio 

Citterio and Patricia Viel. 
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ROOMS & SUITE

119

Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel

Elegant and contemporary, the 119 rooms and suite of The 

Bulgari Hotel Beijing, including the Bulgari Suite, provide 

a haven of luxury, rendering it into a veritable urban 

resort. Guests enjoy the exceptional luxury and comfort 

of exquisite Italian furnishings and sleek Italian design by 

Antonio Citterio and Patricia Viel. With an average size of 

over 60 square metres, the hotel rooms are some of the 

most spacious in the city. 
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Measuring nearly 400 square meters, the Bulgari Suite 

is one of the largest suites in Beijing. Offering guests 

sweeping views of the Liangma River, the international 

Embassy District and Bulgari’s own magnificent private 

gardens, the Bulgari Suite features modern Italian design 

with touches of Chinese tradition, coupled with state-

of-the-art technology.

THE BVLGARI SUITE
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IL RISTORANTE NIKO ROMITO

Location: 1/ F
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Il Ristorante Niko Romito

Niko Romito 

Il Ristorante

Contemporary fine dining celebrates the Italian cuisine-

using organic, seasonal and local ingredients. The Miche-

lin starred restaurant at The Bulgari Hotel Beijing 

features an extensive selection of Italian wines. At Il 

Ristorante, Michelin starred chef Niko Romito brings 

simplicity and synthesis to his quest for the quintessence 

of taste with his declared objective to bring to life a true 

“code” of contemporary Italian cuisine, expressing the 

spirit, culture and elegance of Italy at its highest level.



IL BAR

With its sophisticated atmosphere, Il Bar at The Bulgari 

Hotel Beijing will be the prestige gathering point for Beijing 

elite. Here guests can enjoy cocktails, fine wine, champagne 

and Bulgari’s signature Aperitivo hour at the signature oval 

bar or on the outdoor terrace, overlooking the riverside. 

Location : 1/ F
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Located on the 2nd floor, all meeting facilities at The 

Bulgari Hotel Beijing feature floor-to-ceiling windows to 

enjoy full natural light. The 520-square-metre BVLGARI 

Ballroom reaches to 6-metre-high ceilings, paired with 

two merge-able boardrooms of 70 square metres 

apiece. A business lounge is available to support any 

client’s need. 

MEETINGS & EVENTS
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WEDDINGS & BANQUET

From the hotel lobby, guests are led down to the BVLGARI 

Ballroom through the staircase designed by Antonio 

Citterio Patricia Viel, one of the hotel’s most breath-

taking features, twisted with inspiration. Spiralled like 

a dangling Bulgari jewel, the staircase is a mastery of 

symmetry and material combinations as it leads the guests 

to the Ballroom for wedding banquets up to 300 guests 

or standing cocktails for up to 500 guests. Whatever the 

location, our promise of seamless service will ensure the 

big day is unforgettable.
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THE BVLGARI SPA

The serene 1,500-square-metre BVLGARI SPA at The 

Bulgari Hotel Beijing occupies two floors, and features 

treatments blended with traditional Chinese techniques. 

The  spac ious  g ym and  ad j acent  movement  s tud io 

feature the latest Technogym and Kinesis equipment, the 

WORKSHOP Gymnasium comprehensive workout, Guests 

indulge in the BVLGARI SPA’s harmonious atmosphere or 

the pool’s pure golden tiles to complement their fitness or 

Spa experience.
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WORKSHOP 
WORKSHOP GYMNASIUM

Exemplifying every facet of luxury, WORKSHOP Gymnasium 

signature training method has sculpted some of the most 

beautiful bodies in the world. Each program begins with the 

exclusive framework assessment, an innovative screening 

that creates a bespoke plan for every client that includes 

fitness, nutrition and more. With WORKSHOP, expert 

instructors, world-class equipment and the latest science 

come together in a results-driven approach that redefines 

the very concept of well-being.
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The Bulgari Hotel Beijing
 

8 2  100027
Building 2 Courtyard No. 8, Xinyuan South Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027

+86 10 8555 8555
beijing@bulgarihotels.com




